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kathiiberens: I am ridiculously excited abt this stellar program for #SHARP2017
https://t.co/kLn7UiekO7 @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @jmaxsfu @SHARP2017
5/18/2017 3:18:13 AM
SHARP2017: RT @kathiiberens: I am ridiculously excited abt this stellar program for
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/kLn7UiekO7 @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @…
5/18/2017 3:52:34 AM
Camilliganaire: RT @kathiiberens: I am ridiculously excited abt this stellar program for
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/kLn7UiekO7 @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @…
5/18/2017 11:36:05 AM
Camilliganaire: @kathiiberens @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @jmaxsfu @SHARP2017
I'm looking forward to meeting you there! You're ch… https://t.co/peQOSWFODu
5/18/2017 11:37:45 AM
kathiiberens: @Camilliganaire @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @jmaxsfu @SHARP2017
I’m looking forward to meeting you, too! Meeting… https://t.co/tL4l8gv34I
5/18/2017 4:51:22 PM
JudyMalloy: RT @kathiiberens: I am ridiculously excited abt this stellar program for
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/kLn7UiekO7 @henningsgaard @Beth_driscoll @…
5/18/2017 5:36:18 PM
PaulaJohanson: Oi, intellectuwools attending #SHARP2017 or #dhsi2017! We're
counting heads for people going to a #dhsiknits worksh… https://t.co/mlzc7TFyxH
5/19/2017 6:13:34 PM
DHInstitute: RT @PaulaJohanson: Oi, intellectuwools attending #SHARP2017 or
#dhsi2017! We're counting heads for people going to a #dhsiknits workshop. A…
5/19/2017 7:14:29 PM
DennineD: RT @PaulaJohanson: Oi, intellectuwools attending #SHARP2017 or
#dhsi2017! We're counting heads for people going to a #dhsiknits workshop. A…
5/19/2017 9:45:09 PM
milenaufpr: Sonhei que estava voando pro Canadá. Meu companheiro de viagem me
dava informações que eu não tive tempo de recolher. #sharp2017 anxiety...
5/21/2017 11:35:40 PM
kathiiberens: Kayakers surrounded by orcas in Sooke B.C. https://t.co/sVZIegNl8B
#writingbreak #NerdJaws #SHARP2017
5/24/2017 7:30:14 PM
CaleyEhnes: My RA working hard #academicswithcats #SHARP2017 #summer
https://t.co/ceZUGkq6zP
5/29/2017 9:17:34 PM
SHARPorg: …along with a dedicated event at the #sharp2017 conference when we will
also launch a year-long fundraising campaign. #sharpat25 2/3
5/30/2017 3:52:45 PM
kamaslak: Favorite picture to my #SHARP2017 paper is of this poster style cover by
Stephan Sinding to Henrik Ibsen's Collecte… https://t.co/n8ZT5Mqdhs

5/31/2017 9:24:33 AM
sharpicecream: RT @SHARPorg: …along with a dedicated event at the #sharp2017
conference when we will also launch a year-long fundraising campaign. #sharpa…
5/31/2017 5:08:21 PM
rachellynchase: Ridiculously excited for #SHARP2017 and the 21c book chat that will
be happening. A week to go! @StevieLMarsden @SHARP2017
6/2/2017 6:51:49 PM
SHARP2017: RT @rachellynchase: Ridiculously excited for #SHARP2017 and the 21c
book chat that will be happening. A week to go! @StevieLMarsden @SHARP2…
6/2/2017 6:52:21 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @rachellynchase: Ridiculously excited for #SHARP2017 and the 21c
book chat that will be happening. A week to go! @StevieLMarsden @SHARP2…
6/2/2017 7:19:18 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @rachellynchase: Ridiculously excited for #SHARP2017 and the 21c
book chat that will be happening. A week to go! @StevieLMarsden @SHARP2…
6/2/2017 10:05:31 PM
CaleyEhnes: I am finally happy with my #SHARP2017 paper. Looking forward to
presenting in my old stomping grounds @UVicSC!
6/2/2017 10:07:32 PM
sprowberry: RT @rachellynchase: Ridiculously excited for #SHARP2017 and the 21c
book chat that will be happening. A week to go! @StevieLMarsden @SHARP2…
6/3/2017 7:55:07 AM
hralperta: @pmhswe I'll be at #sharp2017 though! I had to limit travel this year so I
could finish my dissertation ...
6/3/2017 1:57:19 PM
dorothyk98: RT @PaulaJohanson: Oi, intellectuwools attending #SHARP2017 or
#dhsi2017! We're counting heads for people going to a #dhsiknits workshop. A…
6/5/2017 4:00:24 PM
e_ekelly: RT @PaulaJohanson: Oi, intellectuwools attending #SHARP2017 or
#dhsi2017! We're counting heads for people going to a #dhsiknits workshop. A…
6/5/2017 4:24:51 PM
Sarathena192: Same Q, other tags...#dhsi2017 #sharp17 #sharp2017
https://t.co/Kvt501iiVn
6/5/2017 10:05:40 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @Sarathena192: Same Q, other tags...#dhsi2017 #sharp17
#sharp2017 https://t.co/Kvt501iiVn
6/5/2017 10:14:03 PM
kathiiberens: Excited to give this talk Sun. June 11 at 10:30! #sharp2017 #sharp17
@henningsgaard @sprowberry @ClaireSquires… https://t.co/EBER9GBjGS
6/5/2017 11:12:02 PM
SHARP2017: RT @kathiiberens: Excited to give this talk Sun. June 11 at 10:30!
#sharp2017 #sharp17 @henningsgaard @sprowberry @ClaireSquires @Beth_dri…

6/5/2017 11:19:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@dr_heil has the best pun so far for #MyDHis: he's edgy-- in the
network theory sense #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:48:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@dr_heil "I want to resist the idea of privileging the nodes over the
edges" What does a DH-Center-less DH look like? #MyDHis #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:49:03 PM
7Herr: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@dr_heil has the best pun so far for #MyDHis: he's edgy- in the network theory sense #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:49:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@dr_heil Does the focus on projects and centers feed in to the
instrumentalization of DH? #MyDHis #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:50:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@dr_heil I want there to be room in my DH to value and
acknowledge the "pseudo administrative work": human relationships #MyDHis
#SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:51:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@MichelinaNeri worked on a modern LGLC prosopography project
#MyDHis #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:55:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@MichelinaNeri project involved modeling complex geospatial data
long with wide range of human relationship data #MyDHis #SHARP2017
6/5/2017 11:56:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Looking forward to seeing you all in Canada for #sharp2017 and let's
hope it's #icecream weather! https://t.co/ozCKmYIWDn
6/6/2017 10:33:25 AM
profwernimont: This has come up for events where I've been an invited speaker and/or
doing volunteer work, but not yet when attend… https://t.co/Xz4jbJuUnh
6/6/2017 12:21:03 PM
EditrixCaroline: #DHSI2017 day 5 + #SHARP2017 day 1 = آآآآآ
6/9/2017 2:40:04 PM
DramaticExtract: Come see us today at the @SHARPorg #sharp2017 #DSHI2017
digital exhibition! https://t.co/713DvWlZQq
6/9/2017 3:01:01 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @DramaticExtract: Come see us today at the @SHARPorg #sharp2017
#DSHI2017 digital exhibition! https://t.co/713DvWlZQq
6/9/2017 3:12:16 PM
alisakbeer: Q for @AlyssaA_DHSI @RayS6 et al -- if I want a quiet space for group
#dhsi2017 #sharp2017 knitting tonight where is recommended? #dhsiknits
6/9/2017 3:33:02 PM
jotis13: RT @EditrixCaroline: #DHSI2017 day 5 + #SHARP2017 day 1 = آآآآآ
6/9/2017 3:45:32 PM

alisakbeer: Join us knitting (post-reception) at 5:45pm TODAY at the MacLaurin building
near the auditorium doors. #dhsi2017 #sharp2017 #dhsiknits
6/9/2017 4:18:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DramaticExtract: Come see us today at the @SHARPorg #sharp2017
#DSHI2017 digital exhibition! https://t.co/713DvWlZQq
6/9/2017 5:00:04 PM
alisakbeer: I'm open to suggestions: I was going for MacLaurin by the auditorium b/c
no purchase obligation. #dhsiknits… https://t.co/xUfkgTK8VO
6/9/2017 5:01:28 PM
tylershores: Ready for the @SHARP2017 conference! #SHARP2017 #uvic #phdlife
https://t.co/4uk4HZ9Hl9
6/9/2017 6:10:26 PM
milenaufpr: Não julgo uma universidade pelo campus. Mas num campus lindo como
este, uvic, como não criar expectativas? #sharp2017 @SHARP2017
6/9/2017 6:55:25 PM
AliceTMcGrath: Time to double-badge it #DHSI2017 #SHARP2017
https://t.co/aEX2vkSPPV
6/9/2017 8:01:07 PM
olidhar: #DHSI2017 week 1 drawing to a close, but the joint lecture with #SHARP2017
is the last event of the week, and happily anticipated :)
6/9/2017 8:55:10 PM
MariaAChappell: #DHSI2017 #dhsi17 #sharp17 #SHARP2017 - I dont know which are
the preferred ones, but I dont think I can put all 4 in 1 Tweet... #DHproblems
6/9/2017 9:01:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP2017 begins! The Society for the History of Authorship,
Reading and Publishing Conference https://t.co/l00DpVwNVr
6/9/2017 9:07:53 PM
olidhar: Wow! #SHARP2017 is #SHARPat25 !!
6/9/2017 9:23:12 PM
olidhar: Seriously, you guys! :) @arbuckle_alyssa and @lindseyseatter are wonderorganizers. #dhsi2017 and #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:25:30 PM
MariaAChappell: RT @olidhar: Seriously, you guys! :) @arbuckle_alyssa and
@lindseyseatter are wonder-organizers. #dhsi2017 and #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 9:25:46 PM
DrDFuller: @jimmussell Sadly no @jimmussell but @rak_dr is on her way. Am in uk
juggling projects. Enjoy #SHARP2017 !
6/9/2017 9:29:19 PM
olidhar: Waiting for the #dhsi2017 & #SHARP2017 lecture by @julia_flanders: strangely
moved by her love of rainy Mondays & long walls on the beach.
6/9/2017 9:52:08 PM
andiesilva: #DHSI2017 #SHARP2017 crossover begins with Julia Flanders talking about
Readership and Discontinuity in the History of Women's Writing

6/9/2017 9:52:34 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: "knowledge, memory, survival" at the core of the
Women Writers Project. #sharp2017 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:52:58 PM
ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders contextualized the Women Writer's Project in a longer
"narrative of knowledge" in 17th, 18th, 19th c #sharp2017 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:54:31 PM
ashleycmorford: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: "knowledge, memory, survival"
at the core of the Women Writers Project. #sharp2017 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 9:54:44 PM
HeatherVHill: @SHARP2017 We just got the sound working! Thank you! #DHSI2017
#SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/9/2017 9:54:52 PM
RasoulAliak: . @julia_flanders آآآآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآآآآآآآآ
آآآآآآ
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آآآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآآآآآآ#Sharp2017@uvic
6/9/2017 9:55:27 PM
SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you know, just in
case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/9/2017 9:58:59 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you know,
just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/9/2017 10:02:51 PM
SHARPorg: @alisakbeer #sharp17 is preferred but we're also archiving #sharp2017 :)
6/9/2017 10:05:56 PM
Marie_LSJ: RT @SHARPorg: @alisakbeer #sharp17 is preferred but we're also archiving
#sharp2017 :)
6/9/2017 10:07:24 PM
integrous: WWiR is also interested in the terms used to evaluate women’s writing.
@julia_flanders #dhsi2017 #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:07:41 PM
jordanreed14: @NUwwp It's always good to be reminded how essential reviews are to
providing a starting point for reception histories #sharp2017
6/9/2017 10:10:53 PM
integrous: All of these terms call readers into a process of assessment. @julia_flanders
#dhsi2017 #sharp2017
6/9/2017 10:16:53 PM
lizlosh: Thinking of @anetv & histories of literacy when @julia_flanders speaks of
"reading as a practice that has social norms" #SHARP2017 #dhsi2017
6/9/2017 10:19:00 PM
helensonner: Goodbye, Seattle. Off to #SHARP2017. https://t.co/QMcm3o0ZBl
6/9/2017 10:21:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Re: Julia Flanders excellent keynote - will she mention Austen in
relation to discussions of literary value? #SHARP17 #sharp2017

6/9/2017 10:22:24 PM
mekonkol: #SHARP2017 @julia_flanders sums up post romantic theories of reading as
all sharing assumption that 'For whatever is given, more is made'
6/9/2017 10:25:37 PM
integrous: @julia_flanders @NUwwp is motivated by anti-canonical intentions. Let’s
repopulate the landscape of literary history! @dhsi2017 #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:27:05 PM
integrous: @NUwwp Theory of text markup preserves spaces of textual divergence.
@juliaflanders #dhsi2017 #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:29:42 PM
JenProf: RT @integrous: @NUwwp Theory of text markup preserves spaces of textual
divergence. @juliaflanders #dhsi2017 #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:30:31 PM
Camilliganaire: Excited to be in Victoria, BC for #SHARP2017 and ready to talk
#bookishgames! https://t.co/Tjg21eW7PW
6/9/2017 10:31:16 PM
integrous: 2nd question: To what extent are the reviews reflecting existing sociable
reading practices? @julia_flanders #dhsi2017 #SHARP2017
6/9/2017 10:35:54 PM
WendyHamm6: #sharp2017 David strong building UVIC ROOM C122
6/10/2017 1:57:29 AM
WendyHamm6: #sharp2017 presentation on a discourse in humanities and phronsis
6/10/2017 1:59:26 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Here's one for fellow SHARPists - statue of BC artist & writer Emily Carr
with implement in hand #sharp17… https://t.co/zaIqBSCciL
6/10/2017 3:24:21 AM
KulaJournal: RT @ShawnaRoss: .@julia_flanders: "knowledge, memory, survival" at the
core of the Women Writers Project. #sharp2017 #dhsi2017
6/10/2017 3:57:10 AM
mekonkol: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you
know, just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/10/2017 7:01:01 AM
EmilyDourish: RT @SHARPorg: We're archiving both #sharp17 (and #sharp2017, you
know, just in case):https://t.co/GwIuEAZb1ehttps://t.co/BKIcbKJkf2
6/10/2017 7:25:34 AM
BMontedoro: RT @DramaticExtract: Come see us today at the @SHARPorg #sharp2017
#DSHI2017 digital exhibition! https://t.co/713DvWlZQq
6/10/2017 10:13:53 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Could someone do this for images of books & reading please? Would be
amazing! #sharp17 #sharp2017 #dhsi2017… https://t.co/Trc4g1k8ZP
6/10/2017 2:20:22 PM
rachael_isom: Jamie Jungmin Yoo: govt. officials controlled circulation of books &
thereby literary canonicity in c18 Korea #sharp2017

6/10/2017 3:55:33 PM
rachael_isom: Yoo: c18 Korean classifications of c8 Chinese poet Du Fu's verses
organized by rhyme, not content---emphasis on musicality #sharp2017
6/10/2017 4:06:10 PM
rachael_isom: Commonplace books not valued in c18 like in EM period because not
seen as part of flourishing MS culture. -Betty A. Schellenberg #sharp2017
6/10/2017 4:11:59 PM
rachael_isom: Schellenberg: C18 MS poetry miscellanies tend to represent canonical
poets w/ "minor, lesser-known, or more ephemeral poetry." #sharp2017
6/10/2017 4:15:58 PM
LesHarrison_vcu: Killer slide from Driscoll & Squires on gaming the book festival.
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/kLYQMdsn6w
6/10/2017 4:19:58 PM
RasoulAliak: Alisa Beer آآآآ
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#SHARP2017#Database In #Humanities
6/10/2017 4:28:34 PM
hkpmcgregor: This excellent panel on bookish games makes me want to propose my
own. Who's on for a round of #DarntonWatch? My sc… https://t.co/hTEyllEQ1M
6/10/2017 4:29:25 PM
rachael_isom: Schellenberg reads c18 miscellanies as early ex. of @loriemerson 's
"readingwriting": selection & imitation create an interface #sharp2017
6/10/2017 4:31:50 PM
RasoulAliak: + آآآآ
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#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:31:59 PM
RasoulAliak: . @Marie_LSJ آآآآ
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#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:36:47 PM
RasoulAliak: . @jotis13 آآآآ
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#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:43:07 PM
DJWrisley: @RasoulAliak @uvic آآ
آآآ
آآآآ
آآآآ#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 4:52:55 PM
DrDFuller: Ruby wonders if @montybyname @iangadd can explain this #SHARP2017
business. Technologies of the dog? O, did someone… https://t.co/FdlTqjWjCv
6/10/2017 5:17:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DrDFuller: Ruby wonders if @montybyname @iangadd can explain this
#SHARP2017 business. Technologies of the dog? O, did someone mention…
6/10/2017 5:20:26 PM
djohnevans: #SHARP2017 #a6 https://t.co/rMiR2Qgx2D by @mjlavin80
6/10/2017 5:28:16 PM
LesHarrison_vcu: Very excited to hear paper on Subscription Publishing & Godey’s
Lady’s Book. #SHARP2017

6/10/2017 5:37:29 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club autumn 2016 picks
#sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.co/HDrpLoTOlr
6/10/2017 5:38:13 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club
autumn 2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…
6/10/2017 5:40:44 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club autumn
2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…
6/10/2017 5:41:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Interesting to see how easily visual social media (Instagram) used to
share textual engagement @StevieLMarsden… https://t.co/GJSj6Unysr
6/10/2017 5:52:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on Instagram by Zoella
book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:53:26 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:56:55 PM
earlymodernpost: Karina de la Garza-Gil does some detective work on printing
differences between one & two pull presses, indentations/widths #SHARP2017 #B7
6/10/2017 5:57:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals & digital communities
#sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 5:58:22 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals &
digital communities #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 5:58:47 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 5:59:28 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 6:03:03 PM
kariebookish: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 6:09:32 PM
RasoulAliak: @آStevieLMarsdenآآآآآ
#ZoellaBookClub آآآآ
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آآآآآآآآ#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 6:32:58 PM
earlymodernpost: Defining books as technologies is unexpectedly complex. Should
name & flag our choices, own limitations therein @DallasLiddle #sharp2017 #b7

6/10/2017 6:39:39 PM
RasoulAliak: @آMillicent_Weberآآآآ
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6/10/2017 6:40:23 PM
kathiiberens: Panel hopping. Too many good things at once! #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 6:41:05 PM
HalHinderliter: RT @kathiiberens: Panel hopping. Too many good things at once!
#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 7:26:29 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4 Millicent Weber on literary festivals & digital
communities #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/10/2017 7:54:30 PM
hkpmcgregor: Nary a whisper of Darnton at the last panel. Score still 1. Thanks for
nothing @jmaxsfu. #DarntonWatch #SHARP2017 https://t.co/NQw2O6KkFo
6/10/2017 8:04:11 PM
jmaxsfu: @hkpmcgregor #DarntonWatch #SHARP2017 Ha. I only cite the
@RobotDarnton these days.
6/10/2017 8:26:23 PM
rak_dr: #SHARP2017 Excited for the 21st c Book workshop
6/10/2017 8:31:09 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 21st century panel: "70% of SHARP members
researching in 21st century as a period." Stevie Marsden: let's get serious
6/10/2017 8:33:08 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 already we can see connections between print media
studies, even if there are institutional barriers: Simone Murray
6/10/2017 8:37:13 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 q1: what methods do you use to research the 21st
century book?
6/10/2017 8:42:29 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 Simone Murray: problems with working w.
proprietary data on amazon etc. Suits their purposes, not ours
6/10/2017 8:44:58 PM
rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 @henningsgaard says don't rely too much on
interviews: sometimes those are about what publishers believe to be true
6/10/2017 8:48:18 PM
DrDFuller: @Dr_Rehberg_Sedo @onlinereaders1 Thanks, I wish I was too. #SHARP2017
is a tough one to be missing. https://t.co/vZECxaTNKn
6/10/2017 8:50:24 PM
lauragrayblair: RT @rak_dr: #sharp17 #sharp2017 #c8 Simone Murray: problems with
working w. proprietary data on amazon etc. Suits their purposes, not ours
6/10/2017 8:52:10 PM
Freya_Gowrley: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel B4, @StevieLMarsden on Zoella book club
autumn 2016 picks #sharp17 #sharp2017 - YouTube meets book clubs https://t.…

6/10/2017 8:56:48 PM
jmhuculak: @hkpmcgregor uh oh! I’m doing a Darnton this afternoon…but added a new
little circle for special collections. Does… https://t.co/oiH1fsLOpz
6/10/2017 9:07:24 PM
Millicent_Weber: RT @RasoulAliak: @آMillicent_Weberآآآآ
آآآآآآ
آآآآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآآ
آآآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآآ
آآآآآآآآآآ
آآآآآآآآآ#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 9:11:09 PM
samartha: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/10/2017 9:14:50 PM
lauragrayblair: Bevilacqua shows how wide ranging standardised testing had become
by early 20th Century in US (even 'measuring' han… https://t.co/Ek0KrRohqG
6/10/2017 9:24:17 PM
lauragrayblair: Amazing insight into 20thC research of 'non-reading' & the attitudes
towards 'illiteracy'; essential to consider in research. #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 9:38:26 PM
lauragrayblair: Interesting Q about changing ideas of 'role of the librarian' - to
deliberately shape reading or facilitate 'free' reading? #SHARP2017 #C6
6/10/2017 9:42:50 PM
hkpmcgregor: Pertinent to #SHARP2017 I think. https://t.co/xFvAvQyXOU
6/10/2017 10:20:09 PM
hkpmcgregor: Just showed up at @jmhuculak's panel & he said "you're just here for the
points" & he's NOT WRONG #DarntonWatch… https://t.co/UWewx1KvsR
6/10/2017 10:21:25 PM
RasoulAliak: Silke Jandlآآآآآ
آآآآآآ
آآ
آآآ
آآآآآآ
آآآآآ
آآ
آآآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآآآآآ
آآآآآآآ
آآآ
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آآآآآ
#SHARP2017 #sharp17
6/10/2017 10:40:07 PM
rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 10:46:36 PM
PopFicDoctors: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on
#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 10:47:33 PM
hkpmcgregor: 2 points! Thanks @jmhuculak. #SHARP2017 #DarntonWatch
https://t.co/w0ulcybkQE
6/10/2017 10:50:12 PM
jmhuculak: RT @hkpmcgregor: 2 points! Thanks @jmhuculak. #SHARP2017
#DarntonWatch https://t.co/w0ulcybkQE
6/10/2017 10:59:27 PM
djohnevans: .@khetiwe24 databases are an intermediary between sources and
researchers - what and who these are changes over time #sharp2017
6/10/2017 11:06:44 PM
SHARP2017: RT @rak_dr: #SHARP17 is official handle everyone tweeting on
#SHARP2017

6/10/2017 11:10:11 PM
RasoulAliak: Simone Murrayآآ
آآآآآآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآآ
آآآآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآآآ
آآ
#Goodreads آ#Amazon
آآآآآ
آآآآآ:
آآآآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآ
آآآآ
آآآآآآآآ#SHARP2017
6/10/2017 11:14:11 PM
CFranquely: #DHSI2017 #SHARP2017 contemplating writing DH memoir titled "How I
Learned To Love TEI."
6/10/2017 11:31:09 PM
RasoulAliak: Bronwen Thomas آآآآ
#آآآآ
آآآآآآآ
آآآ
آآآ
آآآآ
آآآ
#آآآآآآآآآ
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آ
آآآآآآآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآآآآآآ
#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/10/2017 11:37:43 PM
Laura_Estill: "Non-standard book objects," Gitelman explains, incl those without ISBNs
#sharp2017
6/11/2017 12:23:38 AM
PatrickLearyVIC: Lisa Gitelman: forms of not reading point to social functions of
publication #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 12:37:52 AM
JJMcEvilla: #Sharp2017 That cover art of Emoji Dick really is quite striking. Love the
use of 'Or' on the t.p.; a bib description challenge. #BackCover?
6/11/2017 12:49:31 AM
PatrickLearyVIC: LG: emoji "cartoony gestures toward a universal language"
#SHARP2017
6/11/2017 12:54:11 AM
RasoulAliak: I totally have read phone books and dictionaries too!!! #SHARP2017
#sharp17 https://t.co/uL3vK2ZXij
6/11/2017 1:07:46 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @RasoulAliak: I totally have read phone books and dictionaries
too!!! #SHARP2017 #sharp17 https://t.co/uL3vK2ZXij
6/11/2017 1:18:26 AM
TeresaMangum: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Over 2400 images of books/reading shared on
Instagram by Zoella book club members #sharp17 #sharp2017 @StevieLMarsden
6/11/2017 1:26:53 AM
grvsmth: RT @djohnevans: #SHARP2017 #a6 https://t.co/rMiR2Qgx2D by @mjlavin80
6/11/2017 2:38:18 AM
ISRIV: RT @CFranquely: #DHSI2017 #SHARP2017 contemplating writing DH memoir
titled "How I Learned To Love TEI."
6/11/2017 3:36:57 AM
tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading Analytics |
https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/11/2017 9:30:11 AM
tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and Slow – Observing Book
Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/dQsQe7YfKJ #sharp2017
6/11/2017 9:35:02 AM

tylershores: I love that Twitter offers to translate @loradeets's tweet from Haitian
Creole #sharp17 #sharp2017 #emojidick https://t.co/LbETjvNWFN
6/11/2017 3:40:05 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 "Can students really multitask? An experimental study of instant
messaging while reading" https://t.co/SwXykaYhCh #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:15:04 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 Authors@Google: 1000+1 videos and more to come
https://t.co/kiCLqsEFxG #atgoogle #sharp2017 https://t.co/7vUlI9lRq8
6/11/2017 4:25:04 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading Analytics |
https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:30:11 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 via @DigiBookWorld "Reading Fast and Slow – Observing Book
Readers in Their Natural Habitat" https://t.co/POm2rDI9zg #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:30:13 PM
AdamMatthewGrp: Digitising the Book: Creating a Digital Version of The Stationers'
Company Archive - Session G6, 1.30pm #SHARP2017… https://t.co/iIR5Jz8nY9
6/11/2017 4:30:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:31:19 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 ML Ryan (2015) Narrative as Virtual Reality 2
https://t.co/BgeDvwYdvs #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:35:04 PM
tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of readers: Open eBooks
https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:45:04 PM
glass_grant: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of readers:
Open eBooks https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 4:45:41 PM
hkpmcgregor: Comics panel brings me up to 3 points (plus brilliant papers on history of
comics publishing in US & Philippines)… https://t.co/jhhD9xOv7G
6/11/2017 6:01:30 PM
fersacambridge: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 A great project reaching millions of
readers: Open eBooks https://t.co/F1ygSGZ06d #thanksobama #sharp2017
6/11/2017 6:11:49 PM
RasoulAliak: @jogrenier and Josee Vincent:آآآآآآآ
آآآ
آآ
آآآ
آآآآ
آآآآ
آآ
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https://t.co/fAaPY7lSB8
6/11/2017 6:19:39 PM
RasoulAliak: . @kathiiberens :آآآآ
آآ
آآآآآ
آآآآآآ
آآآ
آآآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآآآآ
آآآآآآ
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#digitalLiterature#sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/XrYUWwTr2t
6/11/2017 6:26:18 PM
Fisher_Library: Fisher on the road: First Peoples House is a social, cultural and
academic centre for Indigenous students at UVic… https://t.co/q1uuVlBmt3

6/11/2017 7:10:09 PM
kathiiberens: Booten: literary quotation is also self-defense, expression under armor of
someone else’s words. Strategic “uncreative writing.” #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 8:42:02 PM
Fisher_Library: Learning about the UVic Transgender Archives scrapbooks digitization
project with Lara Wilson at #SHARP2017 https://t.co/Pc728ttJTk
6/11/2017 8:46:13 PM
kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution Environment.”
https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:33:11 PM
RasoulAliak: Kyle Booten آآآآ:آآ
آآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآ
آآآ
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#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:36:30 PM
RasoulAliak: . @hkpmcgregor آآآآآ
آآآآآآآ
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آآآآآآآآآآ#sharp17
#SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:40:39 PM
rachellynchase: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book
Distribution Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:40:55 PM
tylershores: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:42:11 PM
youthreading: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book
Distribution Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:42:43 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @RasoulAliak: Kyle Booten آآآآ:آآ
آآآآآ
آآ
آآآآآ
آآآ
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#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 9:43:05 PM
RasoulAliak: Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt: آآ
آآآآآآآآ
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--#sharp17 #SHARP2017
6/11/2017 10:00:41 PM
CitizenWald: .@SHARPorg Pres @iangadd announces—to general sounds of
approval—the 2019 conference will take place in… https://t.co/Yclh3iBfuQ
6/11/2017 10:47:39 PM
loradeets: RT @tylershores: I love that Twitter offers to translate @loradeets's tweet
from Haitian Creole #sharp17 #sharp2017 #emojidick https://…
6/11/2017 11:08:44 PM
RasoulAliak: Thank you, @SHARP2017 ! This is my first sharp but not the last one
definitely #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/MStgVewBXc
6/12/2017 12:08:28 AM
CitizenWald: ICYMI the 2018 @SHARPorg will be in Sydney. #sharp2017
https://t.co/FyZDSXcY6l

6/12/2017 12:11:18 AM
CitizenWald: Interesting that poet-scholar Robert Bringhurst begins his serious-sardonic
keynote on digital humanism with Erwin Panoksky #sharp2017 #dh
6/12/2017 12:21:26 AM
LizShayne: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 12:34:21 AM
Laura_Estill: Pace Bringhurst, I find that there can be "great literature" that doesn't
"embody essential human truths" #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 12:39:01 AM
RasoulAliak: Robert Bringhurst: Canon is what you would try to take with you as
#refugee #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/tC1XWn5JMX
6/12/2017 12:40:35 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @RasoulAliak: Robert Bringhurst: Canon is what you would try to
take with you as #refugee #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/tC1XWn5JMX
6/12/2017 12:42:44 AM
RasoulAliak: آآآآ
آآآآ
آآآآ
آآآآآآ
آآ
آآ
آآ
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#sharp17
#SHARP2017 https://t.co/OefZgnrmjd
6/12/2017 12:42:53 AM
ashleycmorford: Uncomfortable w/ how Bringhurst stresses "saving" Indig. oral
histories - this discourse perpetuates myths of “vanishing Indian" #sharp2017
6/12/2017 12:47:57 AM
ashleycmorford: Keynote also didn't acknowledge that certain oral histories & Indig.
knowledges aren't meant to be shared with wider community. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 12:49:25 AM
ashleycmorford: It's colonial ideas about need to "salvage" & share indigeneity that
lead to works like Bringhurst's Story as Sharp as a Knife. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 12:53:36 AM
helensonner: RT @CitizenWald: ICYMI the 2018 @SHARPorg will be in Sydney.
#sharp2017 https://t.co/FyZDSXcY6l
6/12/2017 12:54:00 AM
ashleycmorford: In other words, that lead to appropriation of Indig stories and taking
of Indig knowledges w/o consent from the Indig. community. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 12:54:37 AM
ashleycmorford: The keynote emphasized, instead, the need to circulate stories -certain stories and histories should not be widely circulated. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 12:55:44 AM
ashleycmorford: Also, who is doing the circulating of the stories? The keynote seems to
place circulation in the hands of the colonialists. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 1:05:54 AM
lisakuitert: As the sun sets.....#sharp2017
6/12/2017 2:55:30 AM

samartha: RT @kathiiberens: My slides for “Delete: Apple iOS as a Book Distribution
Environment.” https://t.co/XqgFse5HF7 #SHARP17 #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 6:55:14 AM
hkpmcgregor: Hey #sharp2017 #DHSI2017 I feel like you'll be pretty into this thread.
https://t.co/k9qUPX4vbd
6/12/2017 7:07:01 AM
Jellybooks: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/WfX2aKnHQv #sharp2017
6/12/2017 7:58:23 AM
BibSoc: RT @AdamMatthewGrp: Digitising the Book: Creating a Digital Version of The
Stationers' Company Archive - Session G6, 1.30pm #SHARP2017 http…
6/12/2017 12:14:51 PM
furmanspeccoll: Deer having breakfast outside my dorm room at #sharp2017
https://t.co/A0QnKZeFmg
6/12/2017 2:20:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: There's also a Padmini shaped absence at #sharp2017 this year.
Missing you, get well soon. https://t.co/KWJ8iEBzeo
6/12/2017 2:32:03 PM
jotis13: Do you think I have enough name tags??? #sharp2017 #DHSI2017 #sharp17
https://t.co/ifvCaEisdu
6/12/2017 3:30:40 PM
salteri: Come and see Technology in Children's Literature! A025 McPherson Library
#SHARP2017
6/12/2017 3:48:35 PM
salteri: Seeing oneself in texts is especially important in Children's literature see
Langston Hughes- Ellen Pozzi #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 3:54:54 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Święćkowska mentions Bourdieu in relation to professionalisation of
19thC Polish authors, serialisation & copyright #h1 #sharp2017
6/12/2017 3:58:06 PM
salteri: Dangerous ethnocentrism in Children's Literature - E Pozzi #SHARP2017
6/12/2017 3:59:03 PM
hkpmcgregor: Excited to hear @rak_dr talk about paternalistic govt intervention in lives
& literatures of indigenous ppls in Canada. #sharp17 #sharp2017
6/12/2017 4:16:07 PM
hralperta: #sharp17 #SHARP2017 https://t.co/h3ZMborEvV
6/12/2017 6:07:01 PM
DrKLMatthews: Thanks, @SHARPorg, for this year's conference. Great conversations,
support, and friends. Nice to be among my people. #sharp2017
6/12/2017 6:46:35 PM
HARTK: Post debrief of material 17th text #sharp2017 panel - relieved but pleased.
6/12/2017 8:42:56 PM

alamariebee: #SHARP2017 #DHSI2017 Plenty of seats available in HHB 105 for the
keynote conversation between @brewster_kahle and @JoAnnRobertsYYJ
6/12/2017 11:23:45 PM
heatherfro: Have been following #sharp2017 with much interest, as per usual, and was
jazzed that I may be on the right continent next yr! Nope! Sydney.
6/12/2017 11:50:53 PM
CitizenWald: .@brewster_kahle:ideal (citing colleague)="universal access all
knowledge" but doesn't have 2 reside in single source #sharp2017 #dhsi2017
6/13/2017 12:21:44 AM
motolibrarian: Ducklings joining the celebration at the #SHARP2017 and #DHSI2017
Monday reception. @clboyles @JenProf… https://t.co/FHEQAQm3lD
6/13/2017 1:50:16 AM
LauraEmilyPDX: RT @motolibrarian: Ducklings joining the celebration at the
#SHARP2017 and #DHSI2017 Monday reception. @clboyles @JenProf @ShawnaRoss
@jm…
6/13/2017 2:05:23 AM
sarahkirkley: RT @motolibrarian: Ducklings joining the celebration at the #SHARP2017
and #DHSI2017 Monday reception. @clboyles @JenProf @ShawnaRoss @jm…
6/13/2017 2:44:37 AM
jotis13: Downloading the #sharp17 and #sharp2017 tweets - let the analysis fun begin!
6/13/2017 3:53:08 AM
praymurray: provocation: how do countries w/ ltd. digitisation & access infrastructure &
little govt support achieve these goal… https://t.co/4ueSWbxftq
6/13/2017 9:26:06 PM
praymurray: I'm working on the answer, but these conversations need to include these
realities as well to be truly representative. #sharp2017 #DHSI2017
6/13/2017 9:28:27 PM
Jellybooks: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/14/2017 10:56:53 PM
arhomberg: RT @tylershores: #sharp17 From NYT: Jellybooks and Book Reading
Analytics | https://t.co/49bN6OsG1P #sharp2017
6/14/2017 10:57:29 PM
Camilliganaire: Back in the states after an excellent time conferencing at #SHARP2017
and anniversary vacationing with Ashley in Canada.
6/15/2017 2:15:51 PM
historitage: RT @AdamMatthewGrp: Digitising the Book: Creating a Digital Version of
The Stationers' Company Archive - Session G6, 1.30pm #SHARP2017 http…
6/19/2017 12:15:51 PM
janineveazue: RT @AdamMatthewGrp: Digitising the Book: Creating a Digital Version of
The Stationers' Company Archive - Session G6, 1.30pm #SHARP2017 http…
6/19/2017 12:17:07 PM

